
 

Doc Society would like to respond to submit feedback on the BBC consultation on 
proposals to improve iPlayer. Our organisation is currently in year 2 of a 3 year 
partnership with the BBC, which incorporates a confidential in-depth report about 
how the BBC can better engage audiences around documentaries. As a result, we 
believe that we are well placed to comment on the proposals.  

To answer the questions the consultation poses:  

Question 1: What do you think about the potential public value of our 
proposals for enhanced availability of BBC content, including the extent to 
which our proposals contribute to the BBC’s mission to serve all audiences 
through the provision of high quality and distinctive output and services which 
informs, educates and entertains? 
 

The BBC is the world’s most important public service broadcaster, its informative, 
educational and entertaining content is exemplary.  
 

As SVoD models have shown, the opportunity for all audiences to access specific 
content over longer period of time only boosts its profile, popularity and attribution. 
The content stays relevant longer to those most connected to it, increasing its shelf 
life through word of mouth. In this case of the iPlayer, an extension to its services 
would only serve to enhance the public value of the BBC.  
 

But it should be remembered that not all audiences access content equally. Currently, 
the average age of the BBC One viewer is 62 and a BBC Two viewer is 61 (BBC 
Trust End of Charter Report March 2017) as against a national median age of 40. 
More than ever before, reaching younger adults and serving Black Asian and 
Minority Ethnic (BAME) audiences is crucial to the delivery of the BBC’s mission to 
serve all audiences through the provision of impartial, high-quality and distinctive 
output and services. Enhancing the availability of BBC content, which the iPlayer 
extension would do, is an important pathway to doing so.  
                                                                                                 
Question 2: What do you think about the benefit to consumers who will use the 
service, as well as wider potential social and cultural impacts? 
 

An extension of the current iPlayer service is only going to be of benefit to 
consumers.  
 

As documentaries such as Blue Planet or the Sally Phillips presented A World 
Without Down’s Syndrome or Rio Ferdinand’s Being Mum & Dad illustrate, 
conversations around - and in some cases, actions related to - these programmes 
continue way beyond broadcast and the current 30 day iPlayer window, often for 
months and sometimes for years. But in most cases, audiences are unable to watch 
BBC content if they miss the immediate broadcast/ iPlayer moment.  
 

Having the ability for BBC content to long tail is critical to its positive social and 
cultural impacts. Its enduring relevance and value to audiences is far more profound 
than solely at the point of transmission. 
 

https://downloads.bbc.co.uk/bbctrust/assets/files/pdf/our_work/charter/end_of_charter_review.pdf
https://downloads.bbc.co.uk/bbctrust/assets/files/pdf/our_work/charter/end_of_charter_review.pdf


Additionally, the positive benefits of having a British SVoD offering majority British 
content to British consumers should also not be underestimated.  
                                                                                                 
Question 3: What impact (positive or negative) do you think our proposals on 
enhanced availability might have on fair and effective competition? 
 

Doc Society’s view is that the proposals will have negligible effect on SVoD 
competition due to the plethora of (non-British) content already available on (non-
British) commercial platforms that demand a subscription.  
 

Our view is that to deliver true public value to the license fee payer, BBC iPlayer 
needs to compete with the likes of Netflix and other commercial SVoDs.  
                                                                                                 

Question 4: Are there any steps you think we could take to minimise any 
potential negative effects on fair and effective competition or to promote 
potential positive impacts? 

  

In order to help mitigate any negative feedback from SVoD competition and promote 
positive impacts, Doc Society suggest the BBC embark on a smart and effective 
strategic communications campaign, targeting a range of audiences, about the value 
the BBC offers - and the increased value the BBC will be offering all licence payers 
as a result of the transformation of iPlayer.   

 

About Doc Society 

We are a non-profit founded in 2005 committed to enabling great documentary films and connecting 
them to audiences globally. Based in London and New York we work with filmmakers and partners all 
over the world. We bring people together to unleash the transformational power of documentary film. 
We stand in solidarity with filmmakers and work to unite them with new friends and allies, building 
new models globally. 

  
We hope you have found this response useful. Please do not hesitate to come back 
if you have any questions.  

Yours faithfully, 

Jessica 

 

 

Jessica Edwards 

Director of Impact & Partnerships 

Doc Society  

 


